
SUPERHERO ACADEMY GAMES 

To receive your superhero certificate, complete three of the following games. 

Wolverine—Items needed: 3 colored pencils,  regular white paper  

 Set up: Hold the three pencils between your fingers, pointing  

 out, to simulate Wolverine’s claws.  

 Directions: Wolverine’s claws have uses far beyond fighting  

 evil. In this challenge, you will use your claws to draw a preselected word. You may  

 not use your other hand to assist; only the clawed hand can be used. Finish the chal 

 lenge in 60 seconds.   

Caught in a Web—Items needed: Double-sided tape, Marbles  

 Set up: At the end of a long table, lay down a few strips of double-sided tape in a  

 spider web pattern.  

 Directions: The work never ends for poor Spider-Man! In this challenge you must  

 make like the webslinger and catch five marbles in the “web” at the end of the table.  

 Roll your marbles down the table carefully so that the marbles will stick and stay.  

 Catch five before time expires (60 seconds). 

Hulk Smash—Items needed: Ten empty pop cans,  A basketball  

 Set up: Set the ten cans out on your driveway, deck or sidewalk, a few feet apart.  

 Directions: No one can smash things quite like the Hulk, but today is your chance to  

 try. Your challenge is to smash four pop cans completely flat by dropping, dribbling,  

 or hurling the basketball down on them with all your Hulk strength. You have ten  

 cans and 60 seconds to successfully complete this challenge.  

Shield Throw—Items needed:  Ten Paper plates, big box or basket 

 Set up: Players must stand behind a line that’s taped on the ground 20 feet away  

 from the box and try to toss paper plate “shields” to get them to land in the box.  

 Player has to get six shields in the box before a minute is up.   

 

Superhero Obstacle Course—Set up an obstacle course around your yard or inside your 

home using cardboard boxes, garbage cans, old tires, bicycles, ropes, sports equipment, 

logs, trampolines, basketball and hula hoops, chairs, pillows or anything you can find to 

create a challenging course. You can have challenges like ball throwing, long jump, balance 

beam walking, climbing, crawling through a tube, running faster than a speeding bullet, 

bouncing a super ball very high, jumping off a chair, etc.  



SUPERHERO ACADEMY ACTIVITIES 

To receive your superhero certificate, complete 2 of the following activities. 

Superhero masks —Items needed: mask template, cardstock, markers or crayons, ribbon,  

 hole punch, scissors  

 Directions: Go to https://www.firstpalette.com/printable/superhero-mask.html to  

 print out a mask. Color and design your mask then cut it out. Punch a hole on either  

 side of the mask and tie a piece of ribbon to each side to be able to tie on the mask. 

 

Tinfoil heroes—Items needed: tinfoil and tape  

 Directions: Select someone to be the hero. Using only the tinfoil  

 and tape, make a superhero costume for your hero. 

 

Pool Noodle Pom-Pom Shooter—Items needed: one 10cm piece of pool noodle, duct  

 tape, one balloon, a packet of medium pom poms  

Directions: Tie the balloon end off, without blowing it up. Snip the balloon at 

the round end. Fit the cut end of the balloon over one end of the pool noodle, 

so it's nice and snug. Leave enough of a tail to pull back and fire when ready. 

(The tied off end is the firing mechanism.) Secure the balloon to the pool noo-

dle with duct tape. Now load it up with pom poms and pull back the tail. Snap 

it and it should shoot pom poms out of the other end.  

 

Superhero Photo Shoot—Set up a photo shoot by hanging a sheet 

or placing it on the ground. Use paper or boxes to make a cityscape 

and then take pictures.   

 

LEGO Superhero Mosaics— Go to https://frugalfun4boys.com/lego-superhero-building-

cards/ to print out Superhero Building Cards to make mosaics of your favorite heroes 

or try creating your own. 
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